
HURLEY 1st v Binfield 2XI – 18th June 2016 

 

Hurley lost by 96 runs 

 
 

BINFIELD 2XI 
J Scully b Riaz 10 

R Higginson c Lewis b Akhtar 11 

K Gupta c Brown b Nothey 100 

M Humphrey st Akhtar b Taylor 35 

T Vines st Akhtar b Taylor 19 

J Collett st Akhtar b Taylor 12 

S Nower c Riaz b Nothey 17 

M York Run Out 10 

T Boad c St Taylor b Nothey 0 

N Jones b Riaz 16 

G Chippendale Not Out 4 

 Extras 15 

 Total 249ao 

 

S Riaz  8-1-30-1 M Basharat 3-0-27-0 

N Akhtar 6-1-21-1 K Nothey 13-3-52-3 

I Arshad 3-0-28-0 St Taylor 12-2-59-3 

R Brown 5-0-27-0  

 

HURLEY 
G Lewis b Collett 9 

I Arshad c Scully b Boad 0 

N Akhtar c Humphrey b Collett 7 

S Riaz c Chippendale b Collett 10 

V Sharma Run Out 36 

Sc Taylor c Jones b Boad 0 

St Taylor c Vines b Collett 15 

R Brown lbw b Jones 41 

Y Gul lbw b Collett 2 

K Nothey c Vines b Jones 21 

M Basharat Not Out 2 

 Extras 10 

 Total 153ao 

 

T Boad  13-2-41-2 T Vines  2-0-10-0 

J Collett 15-077-5 N Jones 1.4-0-9-2 

G Chippendal 2-0-8-0  

 

Hurley appeared somewhat casual in their approach to this match, buoyed by good 

availability they dribbled up to the ground 15 minutes before the scheduled start and well 

after the opposition. Another late drop out and a skipper nursing another sore head were 

dark omens. Hurley eventually won a second toss this season and decided to field. This 

brought rapid reward as both Binfield openers were sent back with 26 on the board and 11 

overs gone. This proved to be a false dawn and ominous clouds overhead reflected the 

fortunes of the home side as skipper Kamal Gupta (100) and Matt Humphrey (35) blitzed a 

third wicket stand of 142 in 19 overs, Gupta scything the ball like Poldark on heat with several 

balls falling between fielders as the Hurley men began to field like moving furniture. George 

Lewis swapped gloves with Naeem Akhtar in a bazaar move that withdrew Hurley’s most 

talismanic bowler from the front line. His reward of 3 stumping off Steve Taylor (3-59) was 



scant compensation. Hurley discovered that spin yielded results as both Taylor and Kuldeep 

Nothey (3-52) began to make the ball sing. Wickets fell regularly but Gupta’s innings had 

done the damage. Shoab Riaz (1-30) returned belatedly to clean up Jones and a run out 

brought the visitor’s inning to a close after 50 overs on a gettable 249. 

 

Half the Hurley team skipped tea due to Ramadan which was fortunate as a dearth of 

sandwiches was only made up for by Val’s superb strawberry scones. Hurley then had no 

game plan as they fell on their swords in a naive rush against the old ball and spin from both 

ends. George Lewis (9) survived a few scares and one lovely clip for 4 but then an expansive 

drive wiped out his stumps and next over Arshad pulled straight down the gut of mid-wicket 

(9-2). Akhtar is so often the hub, but even he lost control with an unnecessary heave to mid-

on and Hurley declined to 47-5. Only Varun Sharma (36) and Steve Taylor (15) showed any 

appreciation of the game with a stand of 36 for the 6th wicket until Sharma was unlucky to be 

run out to a direct throw of some 30 yards from mid-off. Skipper Brown shook off his Ascot 

hang over to hit a sumptuous 41 and Nothey a sensible 21 as 56 was added for the 9th wicket 

to add no more than a pinch of credibility to an otherwise unfocused and casual approach 

to this game. Jack Collett (5-77) just back from university benefitted the most from a track 

giving spin as Hurley evaporated to 153 all out in a dismal 34 overs. 


